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Straight Talking: Out in the Open
If you ! me, keep me smokefree
Case Study Report
Intervention, Prevention, Education
This case study reports on Stage One of the
Straight Talking: Out in the Open public art
commission If you ! me, keep me smokefree,
delivered in three Dudley Primary Schools from
January to July 2015. The case study divides
the project into three smoking cessation areas
– intervention, prevention, education – to
convey the background and thinking behind the
project, the activities that took place, the end
products and the forthcoming smokefree
opportunities for Dudley Primary Schools
resulting from this project.
If you ! me, keep me smokefree was
commissioned by the Dudley Office of Public
Health, Dudley Stop Smoking Service and
developed by Creative Health CIC working with
commissioned local artist Luke Perry.
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Intervention
The Dudley Office of Public Health has developed
a wide range of smokefree initiatives targeting
different groups of the population. They
identified a need to try and influence the
smoking behaviours of families living in Dudley.
The Straight Talking initiative is an arts and
health project helping children to make their
homes smokefree by supporting them to feel
more confident, informed and able to discuss
smoking behaviours within their community and
family units. The Straight Talking message
equips children with the knowledge and
confidence to respectfully challenge people who
smoke around them.
Out in the Open is part of the Straight Talking
project, aiming to take the smokefree messages
to outdoor spaces. The three artworks were
commissioned in response to what the children
said after the first part of the Straight Talking
tour: that they wanted areas regularly visited by
children and other people who are vulnerable to
the effects of second hand smoke - parks,
playgrounds, hospitals and schools gates - to be
smokefree.

Local artist Luke Perry was commissioned to work
with Year Six pupils at Bramford, Bromley
Pensnett and Queen Victoria Primary Schools.
Luke worked with the children to design and
produce If you ! me, keep me smokefree, three
special artworks that respectfully ask parents,
carers, friends and family members not to smoke
when they drop off and collect children from
school.
The final If you ! me, keep me smokefree
artworks will help to keep the playground and
outside school spaces smokefree and safe for
everyone at the three schools – reinforcing the
message that smoke really does harm innocent
bystanders as well as the smoker.
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If you ! me, keep me smokefree
Workshops
Luke Perry is a sculptor with a background in
engineering and industrial history and has
produced both large-scale public artworks and
monuments along with more intimate, smaller
scale projects. His usual projects take the form
of large sculptural installations designed to
make people think about the area that they live
in and their role within the community. Most of
Luke’s projects involve working with local
communities, including schools and community
groups.
http://www.industrialheritagestronghold.com/

Children from Bramford Primary
School wanted to create an artwork
depicting them in control of their
space, playing with scale to
emphasise and assert their feelings
about smoking.

Luke worked with groups of up to 12 children at
each school, developing three bespoke designs
encouraging parents, family and friends to be
smokefree. The final designs have been
developed directly from the children’s ideas,
creative work and direction, and their thoughts
and feelings about parents smoking, especially
on the school run. The children also selected
the locations for each artwork, choosing those
areas where they know people smoke and with
the greatest footfall.
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“I really wish my Mom and Dad would
stop smoking so that I can stop
worrying about them.”
Pupil, Bromley Pensnett Primary School

Final design for Bramford Primary School
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Children from Bromley Pensnett Primary
School wanted to play with the idea of
dragons – producers of smoke – and how
even they were able to stop smoking for their
young ones.
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“The children greatly enjoyed working with a real
artist, who had a passion and drive for what
collectively they wanted to achieve. Luke was a great
role model for our children and presented a view of a
career that many would not have considered or come
into contact with. Children were given the freedom to
explore their ideas, to collectively shape the vision.”
Head Teacher, Bromley Pensnett Primary School

36 children from three
Dudley Primary Schools
worked on the designs
for artworks that will
remain a part of their
school building for many
years to come, helping
to keep the playground
and outside spaces
smokefree.

Final design for Bromley Pensnett Primary School
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Children from Queen Victoria Primary
School wanted to combine the
smoking related facts that second
hand smoke affects children and
animals. The children are symbolised
in the work as the wild and wonderful
creatures who inhabit the space where
smoking has a direct impact on the
safety of their environment.
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Final design for Queen Victoria Primary School
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Prevention
The purpose of each of the three artworks is
ultimately to prevent parents from smoking
around their children and around school
premises, particularly during the school run,
and to encourage them to consider their
smoking behaviours generally. One of the
ways that this can happen is for the works to
serve as a starting point or trigger for
conversations between children and their
parents, acting as a vehicle for a dialogue that
might not arise otherwise.
Parents and family members were invited to
the launch events, providing an opportunity to
focus on the messages that the children had
been working on. Children involved in the
project and those within the wider school
community were excited about the new
addition to their school environment and
enjoyed showing the work to their parents.

“The final piece is wonderful and beyond my
expectations! The size and scale of the work makes you
stop and take another look and then there are the
intricate details that draw you in. Many children didn't
notice the smaller dragon at first and then they noticed
the writing and then the use of the heart symbol. The
drawing in of children and reflecting on a real piece of
art has been fantastic.”
Head Teacher, Bromley Pensnett Primary School
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“I do think
it’s a good
project, it lets
the children
say how they
feel about
smoking and
when else
would they
get to say
that?”
Parent, Bramford
Primary School

“Even the nursery children have been looking at the work and reading out
what it says. That just shows how engaging the work is and we need those
young children to understand the messages early.”
Teacher, Bramford Primary School
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The project also sparked
conversations in the
classroom that brought up
other problem areas relating
to health and lifestyle. Queen
Victoria Primary School will be
running workshops around
alcohol during the Autumn
term, addressing concerns
brought to their attention
during the smokefree
workshops by children who
are worried about how much
their parents are drinking.

“Look at this Mom, it’s about not smoking because it’s bad for children and its bad for
animals too.”
Pupil, Queen Victoria Primary School
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Education
All three artworks can be used as an
educational tool within the school
community, discussing the dangers of
second hand smoke and the harm it does
to those who do not smoke. In addition,
the artworks also talk about the
emotional impact of smoking around
children; they worry about their parents
health and the impact of this on their
future.
As part of the project, postcards and
posters were produced for each school,
promoting the artwork, celebrating the
achievements of those involved and
spreading the smokefree messages. The
postcards also directed people to the
Dudley Stop Smoking Service, providing
an instant link between the work,
smoking and a place to go for help
quitting. The postcards were distributed
during the launch events and placed
within each school to be given out or
picked up in the coming months.

The artwork at Queen Victoria Primary School also caught the attention
of the Dudley News, helping to draw attention to the project and
encourage interest and awareness of the work and its message.
http://www.dudleynews.co.uk/news/13409496.Sedgley_youngsters_unv
eil_artwork_encouraging_parents_to_keep_the_school_gates_smoke_fre
e/
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If you ! me, keep me smokefree
Roll Out & Straight Talking Tour 2015 / 2016
Stage Two of Straight Talking: Out in the Open will
see 20 additional schools having a smaller version
of one of the artworks installed in their
playground in early in 2016. This will mean that
hundreds of children across the Dudley borough will
benefit from the creativity and ideas of the children
originally involved in the project early in 2015. Each
mini version of one of the designs will carry the If
you ! me, keep me smokefree strapline. Stage Two
of the project will be offered to schools in those
areas with the highest rates of smoking.

In 2015/16 the Straight Talking Tour will once
again take to the road, talking to the new Year 5
children, educating them about the risks of
second hand smoke, providing an opportunity for
them to tell someone they love how they feel
about them smoking and, reinforcing the
messages in the smokefree artworks.

Schools can also commission Luke Perry to produce
their own artwork, working with their children to
reflect on their own concerns and creative ideas
about being smokefree.
Main character Jenny in the Straight Talking film

Read more about Straight Talking and watch the Straight Talking film here:
http://www.westmidlandsartshealthandwellbeing.org.uk/news/159/95/Straight-Talking-the-Film.html
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Straight Talking: Out in the Open
If you ! me, keep me smokefree
Figures
Participating schools
Commissioned artworks
Artist workshops
Participating children
Launch event attendance
Schools to receive artwork in 2016

3
3
9
36
200
20
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Credits
Straight Talking: Out in the Open: If you ! me, keep me smokefree was commissioned by the Dudley Office of
Public Health, Dudley Stop Smoking Service and developed by Creative Health CIC.
Artist: Luke Perry
Creative Health Creative Producers: Kim Fuller & Katy Sadler
Poster & Postcard Design: Richard Franks
With special thanks to Miss H Coles, Mrs T Parkes, Mrs W Rawlinson, Mrs C Stokes, Mrs H Shaw, Mrs C Williams
and all the children who took part in the project from Bramford, Bromley Pensnett and Queen Victoria Primary
Schools.
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